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Mono use

Stereo use – SI 1015 only

Switching system on/off

All connected SI 1015 switch on (LEDs light up green) or off too.

LED lights up:
- red: power on, no IR signal
- green: operation indication, IR signal available
- red & green: FAULT
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Overview signal chain

Signal source p.r.n. Mixer console Control transmitter

Listeners with Infrared receivers e.g. EKI 830/HDI 830

Infrared radiator

Quick Guide

Kurzanleitung

Guide de démarrage rapide

Guida rapida

Guía de inicio rápido

Guia rápido

Beknopte handleiding

Γρήγορος οδηγός

Kort vejledning

Snabbguide

Pikaopas
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In the box:
- SI 30
- SZI 30

Audio source:
- 3.5 mm to 6.3 mm
- 3.5 mm & Texas plug

Destructive interference or blanking!

Planning installation:
- SI 30
- SZI 30
- max. 5x SZI 30
- Cable length total max. 75 m
- cables: see 4

Mounting possibilities:
- Rubber feet: Risk of staining furniture surfaces! Place a cloth underneath if you place the product on a delicate surface.

Mounting on a wall:
- 3x screws* & 3x screw anchor*
- ≤60° Rotate in different directions

Mounting on a stand:
- For 2x, 3x, 4x SI/SZI
- ZM 20
- GZP 10
- For 4x SI/SZI
- GZG 1029

Rubber feet:
- Risk of staining furniture surfaces!
- Place a cloth underneath if you place the product on a delicate surface.

For IZM 20:
- 4x click in
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